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macology Section, National Institute of M
U.S.A., is recommended to neurologists anc
with interests in drug-induced dyskinesia
medical and surgical treatment of disorder
ganglia. It is a record of a workshop held
Maryland, in 1968 but much of the inform
yet been published elsewhere.

MODERN TRENDS IN PSYClIOSOMATIC MEDICI

by Oscar W. Hill. (Pp viii + 320
£4-50.) Butterworths: London. 1970.

A full account of the rise and fall of psych(
constitute one of the more intriguing chaptei
medicine. Originally an improbable hybr
thinking, physiological speculation and psy
theory, it was fired by the enthusiasm of w
more prominent representatives has ackno
'a reformist movement which emphasized t
are persons".' The exuberant mood of its
embalmed in the proceedings of the 1949
Association for Research in Nervous and Ml
on Life Stress and Bodily Disease when it
predicted that 'henceforward progress in o
of the role whichemotional stresses play in t
progress of human illness will follow in a
pace'. It is a prediction which has not been b
the much more cautious note which was sc
WHO Technical Report on Psychosomatic
the early 1960s has since been echoed by
formerly vociferous riders on the psychos
wagon. In North America some of them a
to have dismounted in search of other 'bre,
What then are we to expect from a volur

to indicate modern trends in psychosomatic
his chapter on functional vomiting, abdom
diarrhoea the editor refers to these con
paradigm of psychosomatic mechanisms' a]
predisposition to a particular physical rea
in part from inheritance, part from the le,
ences in childhood. In most of the patients
current situation operating upon a vulneral
to produce the specific reaction'. This arn
receives all-too-little support from the mate
in the majority of chapters on individual s3
symptoms, and one of the contributors
global view as 'merely eclecticism regardi
urging that work be concentrated on 'the
between events occurring at the highest le)
nervous system activity and changes in
musculo-skeletal functions in the body,
diseased'. This plea for psychophysiologi
the mechanisms of illness can be balanced
epidemiological studies of the associations
illustrated by the chapters on bereavement
ulcer. The prosecution of all such inquiries,
be accommodated comfoitably within the
general psychiatry, thereby hastening the
the editor looks forward when he writes that
of psychosomatic medicine will come whe
dropped'. Meanwhile a veto might profita
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,s and in the
s of the basal
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on the use of psychosomatic jargon: a useful start could
be made, for example, with 'parentectomy'.
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Lation has not Edited by B. W. Richards. (Pp. x + 260; 65 figures;

112 tables; £3.) Pitman Medical & Scientific Pub-
J. A. SIMPSON lishing: London. 1970.

This book, with a foreword by Professor L. S. Penrose,
FRS, is published to coincide with the centenary of

INE-2 Edited St. Lawrence's Hospital, Caterham, England, and all
1; illustrated; the contributors have been connected with the hospital

in the past 10 years.
osomatics will The editor is eminently suitable to write on modern
rs of post-war trends in research as he is also editor of the Journal of
id of clinical Mental Deficiency Research and was editor of the
ychoanalytical Proceedings of the First Congress of the International
vhat one of its Association for the Scientific Study of Mental Deficiency,
wledged to be 1967.
that "patients The book is selective in what it includes, and in
salad days is consequence many subjects are omitted altogether, but
meeting of the what is included is dealt with extensively and authorita-
ental Diseases tively. Parts have already been published elsewhere.
was solemnly Each chapter deals with a general review of the topic
*ur knowledge and then gives some detailed research, sometimes
the course and pointing out further lines for continuing study. At the
In accelerated end of each chapter there is an excellent bibliography.
zorne out, and Dr. Richards himself writes the first two chapters and
Dunded in the the last one and his style of writing is a delight to read.
Disorders in Chapter 1 deals with clinical syndromes in general and
many of the in particular with two syndromes where mental deficiency

,omatic band- and ichthyosis are associated with (1) spastic diplegia
Llready appear and (2) sexual infantilism, two syndromes where there is
akthroughs'. mental deficiency and deaf-mutism, with the syndromes
me purporting of de Lange and Rubinstein-Taybi, and finally where
medicine? In mental deficiency is associated with anophthalmia and

inal pain, and microphthalmia.
ditions as 'a Chapter 2 deals with mongolism in general, in families
nd specifies 'a and in mosaics.
Lction derived Chapter 3, by A. T. Rundle, deals with anthropometry
arning experi- in general and a 10-year survey of growth and sexual
s we can see a maturation in detail. Mongols are treated as a separate
)le personality group.
ibitious credo Chapter 4, by Beate Hermelin and N. O'Connor, and
rial presented Chapter 5, by P. E. Bryant, give accounts of psychological
yndromes and research into arousal and patterns of learning which
dismisses the could lead to practical application in methods of teaching
ing aetiology' the subnormal.
relationship, Chapter 6, by A. W. Griffiths, on drug trials is accom-

vels of central panied by a useful and extensive Appendix of various
visceral and trials of tranquillizers and anti-epileptic drugs. It re-
healthy and cognizes that behaviour disorders and epilepsy are two

cal studies of of the most common problems encountered in hospitals
by a need for for the mentally retarded. Three drug trials are described
of disease, as but the use of the trade name for sulthiame seems out
and duodenal of keeping with the rest of the chapter.
however, can In Chapter 7 P. E. Sylvester describes techniques of
framework of neuropathology which do not require highly expensive
day to which laboratory equipment and gives findings relating brain
t 'The triumph weight and numbers of fibres in particular brain areas
n the term is to results of IQ tests and to patients with epilepsy and
bly be placed cerebral palsy.
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